
Wow, what an incredible finish to 
an incredible week. Let me pose this 
question; did the bus really break 
down or was it part of color war break-
out? This is a raging debate in camp. I 
think the P’shat is that Hashem knew 
what we were trying to do. He helped 
us out and had the bus break down. 
Let’s always look to find the hand of 
Hashem in our lives. Whether it’s 
something pleasent or somethign 
painful, realizing that it’s from Hash-
em can bring us to a place of joy. Let’s 
remember the P’shat of the Peekskill 
Rosh Yeshiva as to why we don’t say 
Tachanun on Tisha B’Av. Since we 
come to meet Hashem throught the 
pain of the events of Tisha B’Av, the 
end result is a place of joy since we 
are now closer to Hashem. Looking 
forward to a competitive and pumping 
color war ahead.
PS. Next trip we’ll take out a lightning 
insurance policy
Have a womderful restful Shabbos 
Rabbi Kramer
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This Week In Camp
Karfunkel drops 40... Fruchter hat trick... Groll drops it in to Ozer for TD... Karfunkel and Schechter lead huge upset... Breuer snatching ankles... Snyder with the range at 
the buzzer... Wernick drains one in the green shoes... Fruchter scrambles for 30 seconds and finds his man... Wilk rips it away for TD... London post up hook shot... Elbaz 
diving catch in traffic... Chaim Groll, Mr Injury... Tischler corner TD... Groll the QB dropping dimes... Trieff gets targets while out of game... Karfunkel dime to Schechter 
for the TD... 3 pick sixes in a row vs Cherry Hill... Wilk rips it down for the pick... S Kessel diving catch off the mound... A Kessel 3 run shot with 8 outfielders... Y Wolbe 
dominating Cherry Hill... Feintuch dominates basketball... Ozer pick six against the 8 refs... Eisenberg climbs the ladder... Negnewitzy circus layup... Groman in the hot 
corner... A Morris unassisted double play... Schechter snags liner and gets the double play... Gabe chasedown block... Glass slides under the tag... Lisker beauty assists... 
Wolbe crosses up Rabbi Wisotsky... Y Hoenig game winning buzzer beater... Ozer headfirst slide into home... Glass makes the barehanded play for the out... M Cohn cross 
body TD... Deutsch walkoff base hit for the ship... Pinter pick it off at the line... Weissmann and Bashist clean rundown... Tischler 3 picks... Snyder from deep at the halftime 
buzzer... Negnewitzly leads the comeback... Lisker cross body... Feintuch clean euro... Lisker spin cycle... Elbaz gets the pick and the deep TD... Pinter clutch free throws... 
A Kessel 5 goals... Eisenberg barehand.. Ackerman clean home run... Stechler diving catch and gets the double play... Strulowitz high off the glass... Stechler guns him 
out at the plate... Ozer clean homer... Wasserlauf shorthanded for the lead... Feinberg insane block... Gross juking for the TD... Stechler hangs on for the pick... Weissmann 
cross body shovel pass... Newgnewitzky tip drill TD... Elbaz doing it all... Stechler full field pick six... Feintcuh buzzer beater for the win... Gross 3 doubles... Crocs score 13 
in bottom of first... Groll comes out of nowhere for the pick... Zale drops it in for the TD... A Morris 4 TD and 4 picks... Yonah... Weissmann 3 pitch inning... Fruchter juking 
for the TD... Pinter vs Hersh jumpball... Fruchter booming punt... Breuer hangs on for the TD... Schechter mosses for the TD... Fruchter buzzer beater at half... Breuer TD and 
staredown... Lyman game sealing fingertip pick... Bleich gatorade chugging dominance... S Lichtig spinning and juking for TD... Kreimerman put back jumper to send it 
to OT... Captain Deustch continues his tear in WBC... S Lichtig threads the needle for the TD... A Morris 5 TD and 4 picks... Gross the gold glover... A Schmidt clean home 
run... Weiner walk off single... Cantor big punt block... Y Wolbe drops 16 in first quarter... S Kramer unassisted double play against his own team... C Feinstein falls into pool 
with clothes on... Groll back to back and ones... Ozer oppo homer capitalized by slide into home... M Weissmann hat trick... Renegades score 10 unanswered for the win... 
S Wolbe barehand... A Lichtig 5 goals allowed over 4 games... Baker barehand catch to save a run... S Katz hat trick... Camelbeach... lightning... color war... until next week...

WBCWBC
Teams W L
Kings 3 1
Magic 2 2
Bulls 1 3
Spurs 1 3

The GromancipaTion proclamaTion
I love waterparks. Easily one of the coolest ideas ever created. Who would’ve thought that pouring water down a slide and then inflating a round 
plastic donut to then fall to your doom could be so much fun. Forget the donut. How about the floor just opening up under you to a 90 foot drop. 
That’s wild. Hats off to you if you’re that guy. I feel like there are 3 types of guys at a waterpark. There’s the guy who does ONLY the most extreme, wild, 
shake-in-your-boots kinda rides. Then there’s the guy who needs to hit EVERY RIDE once. And the there’s the guy who just chills in the lazy river 
the whole time. Nothin’ but sun and a soda. That’s me. Or at least it used to be. Last year at this very same waterpark I actually tried some slides and 
realized how insanely awesome they are. My favorite wasn’t actually a slide though. It was the cliff jump. I was so pumped to try it. But as it was about 
to be my turn they closed it. Something about the kids who went already not wanting to do it again. I mean it makes sense; it was a really far drop. And 
I think they forgot to put water at the bottom. I’m starting to think there wasn’t actually an official cliff jump. That would explain why their weren’t 
any lifegaurds there. Or water…. Or maybe it closed because they were scared of the lightning. Although it was so nice of Camelbeach to give us that 
complimentary lightning show. How thoughtful! Nothing like driving 2 hours- and breaking down on the side of the road- to watch lightning. And 
Chabad. They were awesome by the way. We needa start creating some songs just like theirs. But preferably not 20 minutes each. That’s a bit much. 
Seriously though, they were pretty cool. There’s nothing like watching people celebrate pure happiness for Yiddishkeit. It’s something we could all learn 
from. And they can learn from us about how to end a trip in an incredibly epic way, like breaking out COLOR WAR!!! LETS. GO. It’s gonna be nuts. 
An intensity NO ONE has ever felt before. Get ready boys- but only if your on team Red (actually if you’re on Blue also get ready because we’re about 
to WIPE THE FLOOR with you guys). So yeah. Get ready boys.
Have an awesome Shabbos,
Yosef
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LEAGUE LEADERS

RBI
1. Daniel Deutsch

10
T-2. Yochi Ackerman, Azriel 

Imani
5

HITS
1. Daniel Deutsch

11
T-2. Yochi Ackerman, Eli 

Gross
9

OPS
1. Ozer Cohen

2.500
2. Yochi Ackerman

1.917

Teams W L
Rumble Ponies 3 1

Unicorns 2 2
Renegades 2 2

Sluggers 1 3

HOCKEY OLYMPICSHOCKEY OLYMPICS

League Standings
Younger DivisionYounger Division

Ducks 5-3Ducks 5-3
Ravens 5-3Ravens 5-3
Hawks 4-4Hawks 4-4
Falcons 4-4Falcons 4-4

Cardinals 3-5Cardinals 3-5
Eagles 3-5Eagles 3-5

Older DivisionOlder Division
Mambas 6-2Mambas 6-2

Wolverines 5-3Wolverines 5-3
Crocs 4-4Crocs 4-4

Scorpions 3-5Scorpions 3-5
Polar Bears 3-5Polar Bears 3-5

Hippos 3-5Hippos 3-5

Junior DivisionJunior Division
Oranges 7-3-1Oranges 7-3-1
Plums 5-5-1Plums 5-5-1
Apples 4-6-1Apples 4-6-1
Peaches 4-6-1Peaches 4-6-1

Teams W L T

Sweden 3 0 1

Canada 3 1 0
USA 1 3 0

Ukraine 0 3 1


